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NOTES FOR MARCH

Timq Mouth's issue does not contain the complete class
lists. It does not seem to us necessary to publish full lists
in everv issue. Sucli lists will again appear in April. The
names of the first ten in class and general examinations
appear every nonth. It most be remembered that it is of
more importance to obtain a good place in a general ex-
ainination than in one wlere competition is limited to one
class. It is a good guide to notice hcw inany took the paper.

AMONGST our list of such examination results appears
one in History. Papers by children in listory are gener-
ally unsatisfactory, and low marks are the rule. This is
because excellence in such a paper requires qualities inucli
in advance of knowiedge. The writer must be able to
judge w'hat is required by the question ; lie must then have
comion sense enough to choose such parts from his
knowledge of the suiLject as answ- r the question properly.
Bad composition is the rule, and the difficulty that young
children find in putting on their paper what they mnean
makes the subject a liard one. Yet the oftener such papers
are written the greater becomnes the facility of expression.
A History paper is always an exercise in Composition
each answer is a short essay.

As an exanination subject History does not pay. This
does not prevent us fron including it in our school course,
nor would we even think of dropping so important a sub-
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jec siplybecusesomthig ese paid better. Over 1;5
-'f mi pupis, Associates, SeiIrs anid Juiors, have been
studyiing clieiistry this winter ; but only 7 are taking it
as aMn exainixiat ioni subject.

IN lie Iresent iulibelr we are giviing clilsiderable
*pace to the iiterests of our utporl teacijets. Soine of
theim, a'' least, would find, it hard, wvithout text-book, to get
up the work required by lte syllabus iii "Sehol-manage-

ment." Recogiizing this, wc have asked help froi Dr.
\Iil[irai, \Ir. HIillyard and 2r. Whitewa. Their notes

appear ont alother page. We ioi to iictlide 5uiite such
notes ini each numliber up to May.

ONE, progressive teacher writes us that " he does not
get enoughi Collegiai." We hope tiis nuiuber will give
him some useful hints.

Tus coming May examination will be the 4th under
the auspices of the Council of I. E., and some figures
shîow thal. ycar by year, the seope of its usefuliness is ex-
tcnding. The nunber of centres thiis year is 40,--amongbt
the new ones we notice the Presbyterian Cullege, Ccnteii-
ary Hall, Hant's Harbor.

THE number of applications for examination is
about 1100.

IT is likely that the suggestions of the Council as to
the appointment of Supervising Officers will be carried out
this year. Of course, it is of the first importance that
cverybody-teachers, parents and pupils, should feel the
utmost confidence in the fairness of the conduct of the
examinations. The step, if carried out, 'will cost mnoney.

W; stili hope, however, that there will be somnething
left for prizes. We thiiik that it is very desirable that, at
least, the moneys received as fees should forrm a prize fund.
Two of the largest St. John's schools have, betwecn then,
paid in, this year, over S215.
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iTH Prinici)al's lectures are now drawing to a close.
The iembers of the class have been imost attentive, aiid moet
of them, exceedinîgly regular. We hope they have profited
as much as they leserve. Of course, only excursions have
been made into the vast doinain of Chenistry, and no at-
tempt Ias bien made to conquer any one portion of it. If
iiterest has beein excited, further progress mlust bc inade
by the study of good text-books, and by careful experi-
iments where possible.

TnE following subjects have been taken up since the
tine when the 7th lecture was noticed in our last issue.
The voluiietrie analysis of a Copper ore-the result in this
case came within one-tentli of one per cent of the theorc-
tical value,-a very close resuilt.

Silvier, Leul aud Moeury. These were all treated in
one lecture because of the properties they possessed in
common. They are all precipitated from their solutions by
Hydrochloiic acid. The methods of separating the thrce
chlorides if present in une solution were explained and car-
ried out. Many other characteristic experiments were added.

The extraction of Metallie Lead from its common ore
-Galena-was explained theoretically. Many of the class
also attended at a special meeting and saw the actual assay.

On another occasion the button of lead, produced as
above, was submittedl to the interesting operation of cupel-
lation. A brilliant button of metallic silver was the result.

THE examination of Water for Donestic Purposes,
occupied the greater part of two evenings. After explain-
ing the method of obtaining total insoluble and their total
soluble residue,the important iatter of Chlorine was studied.
Th'le St. John's supply was tested by a volumetric process,
using Nitrate of Silver as precipitant, and Monochromate
of Potassium as indicator. In this particular, at any rate,
our water is satisfactory. It contains less than 1 grains
of Chlorine to the gallon. Some other rough tests were
referred to. The following is probably a valuable test for
the presence of Sewage in water.
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Place the suspected water in a 5 ounce stoppered flask,
add 10 grains of crystallised white sugar, and place on
shelf near the kitchen stove, (a temperature of 80° is the
best). On examining after about two hours, white floating
speeks will be observed if sewage bc present. These be-
come more numevous and change in forin as tiie goes on.
The test is known as Ieisch's sugar test.

ONE; lecture was devoted to Gold,-Its estimation
w'hen present in quai tz or other rock,--its characteristie
tests in the wvet way, and some of its uses.

A few photographic prints were toned before the class
to illustrate the wonderful covering power of gold, and ex-
perinents were perforned to show the solubility of Silver
haloids in Hyposulphite of Soda,--the rationale of FLeug.

Our last issue numbered over 400 copies, and there
are very few parts of the Island which they have not reached.

PT is refreshing to know that we can now write sone
necessary words with their correct spelling such as: Röntgen,
employé, ampère, resumé, depôt. We muay even bc able
now to print a specinen of a French examination paper.

NOTES OF GRAMMAR LESSON.
CASES OF THE NOUN,

THEý; aim of the lesson is to show relation of the verb
to the subject and object, and hence Nominative and Ob-
jective cases. It is presumed that the class has already
sone knowledge of the noun and verb.

I. SUBJECT--NoMINATIvE CASE.
Write on the blackboard three or four intran.sitive verbs
expressing simple actions most faniliar to the scholars as,-
"runs," "flies," "jumps," " swiis." Review definition of
verb, dwelling particularly on the fact that verbs generally
express action. (Morrison's definition,-A wont that tlls
what anything does, etc., preferable.)

Elicit fron the class nouns which nay stand for the
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doer of the action expressed by the verb. The verbs select-
cd will alnost at once suggest appropriate nouns, but if
different ones are given select most suitable and write be-
fore verbs as

The boy runs. The bird flies.
The cat junps. The fish swiis.

Eniphasize by asking the question " Who ?" or " What ?"
before cach verb, when answers will readily be given. Give
short definitions as :-(1) The noun that stands for the doce
of the action expressed by the verb is said 1> be the SUBJECT
of the verb.

(2) IVten a noun, is the SUBJECT of the verb it is said
to be in the NOM11ATi1vE CASE.

As a supplenentary school or home lesson give class
a list of verbs to supply subjects, and also a list of subjects
to supply verbs. When this lesson is brought in, drill by
going over fron the beginning.

II. OBJECT-OBJECTIVE CASE.
Write sentences used in first lesson in a list on blackboard.
Write opposite a second list using transitive verbs but
leaving Object to be supplied as :--" The cat kills," "I The
boy throws," " John strikes," etc. Drill again on the rela-
tion in these sentences between the subject and the verb.
Review facts relating to transitive and intransitive verbs.
From previons knowledge class will at once see that verbs
in second column nut only have subjects, but that the ac-
tion iust pass over to sonie object in order to complete the
sense. This may be made plain by asking the question
" What ?" after the verb. Conplete the sentences by writing,
"The cat kills the mouse," " The boy throws the bail." etc.
Emphasize that a simple verb inay always have a subject,
but that when the verb is transitive it will have an object
as well.

Give definition .- Whe a 'noun is the OBJECT of a
iransitive verb it is said to be in the OBJEcTIVE CASE.

As a connecting link between both lessons, take such
a sentence as,-" The dog chased the cat," and drill on rela-
tion of the verb to the subject and object by asking the
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queîcstion "W\Vhat ?" be/ore and aj' the verb. Show that
the steps are-(1 Find the verb ; (2) put " What. " b"tr<
ià t) find the SlbjCCt ; (3) put " What " af/p'r it to find the
object. Write the hlhove sentellce in this foi :--

Thel < log cmt
Nominative (. Ob.jectiîve C.

Give class additional sentences to arrange similarlv.
A Subsequent Ste, wold be to show that the Nomina-

tive and Objective Cases of the noun are alike in forin, and
ean be recogniz ed only by their position in relation to the
verh. illustrate by taking two sucli sentences,---" The dog
chased the cat," and " The cat scratched the dug." Arrange
as above, dwelling upon the faet that " dog" is in the
Nominative Case in c the first sentence, and in the Objective
in the second, while " vat " also changes its case in the two
sentences. The Objective Case after prepositions could
iext bc taken up.

N.B.--Only the simplest relations of the verb and
noun have been taken, iii order to avoid confusiiion to be-
giners ; mole complex a w u l reir addi-

tionali explanation,

A teacher has suggested that it would be useful to
him and others if we printed occasionally the exanination
papers set in our college classes. In accordance with this
suggestion, we print the latest H-istorv papers set.--Senior
and Junior.

1. Naine the Sovereignîs of the Tudor and Stuart periods,
with the dates of their accession. Mention any of thei
who were known by different naies previous to their
accession.

2. What circunstances made the carlier years of Henry
VI's reign speciall liable to be troubled by imposters ?
Name any such, with their fate.

3. Give an account of somie of the effects of Henry VII's
quarrel with the Pope.
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4. Give an account of the public career of Northumberland
in Edward VI and Mary's reigns.

5. Note any advances in Elizabeth's reign with respect to
(1) treatment of the poor'; (2) Literature.

6. Write a few lines about each of the following :-" The
Iampton Court Conference "-" Thirty Years War "-
"The Petition of Right "--" The Long Parliament "-

"The Star Chamber."
7. Explain carefully Lady Jane Grey's clain to the throne,

or, James I's claini.
S. Naine the chief battles of the Stuart period, with dates,

positions, combatants and victors.
The above paper was taken by 44 pupils. The fol-

lowing are the first 20 in order of merit. Of these 14 are
girls, including the first 5.
Bowdridge, M Woods, I Colins, WAshi, E SopCr, A'
Stick, M qures, Payn, M
Adrain, E Noswo, I Noseworthy, E
James,. M Blatel, H Inkpen, B

Elsb E Blair, F ~ Campbell, 'M
sinpsol, Voe H . Pineock B

JUN1ORs.-(Earliest Times--Enu of Stephen.
1. Give the dates of the Roman invasions of Briton. When

did they finally leave ? Why ? Name five ways in which
the Roman occupation was a benefit to the people.

2. Nane four advantages conferred upon the Britons by the
introduction of Christianity. What incident directed the
attention of Pope Gregory to the British heathen ?--date.

3. Name in order, the Saxon Kingdons which possessed
the chief power in England. Name the Kings of the
last two of these with the dates of their accession.

4. In whose reign did the Danes first appear? Why did
they come ? What arrangement did Alfred imake with
them at Wedmore ?

5. Nane the three Danish Kings of England with the
dates of their accession.

6. "l Many things helped William." Name three of these
circumstances which helped William of Normandy in
his Conquest of England.
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7. "lHenry I. had been boinin England, and wished to reign
as an English King." Naie four acts of Henry to bring
this about.

This paper was taken by 104 Juniors. Below are the
naines, in order of merit, of the first 22-about haif girls
and half boys.
5 Dickinson, V Janes, A Percy, W

Woods, a\ Miller. A Green, Hl
MwA squires, B~
likr, . Knight,Wr

, twill, F Loiwa, È Story, .1
H lolloway, E Mlaepherson, E Gaze, H
Foote, ÎM Kendall, G Ayre, Il{Jardine, E Boone, E . Chaplin, L

Viewed froin the College steps at 7.30 p.m. on March 3,
Jupiter occupied the position she wn in the follo sving diagrani:

Look carefully above
the blazing plamet Jupiter,
and you will soon pick out
the six stars which formn
the " Sickle." There is no
mnistaking then. They are
known to astronomers as
" The ,ickle iin Leo." All
the stars in the neighbour-

lo lhood belong to the cons-
tellation of Leo (the Lion).
The brightest of the six,
the one in the tip of the
handle, is Regulus. The
straight line p a s s i n g

through Regulus is the Ecliptic-the line w'hich marks the
path of the Sun in bis annual journey. Have a good look
at this part of the sky on the first clear night, and you
will be able to idenitify this combination (the Sickle in Leo)
as long as you live.

As the days go on, the position of Jupiter will gradually
change; but the change will be slow, and the Diagran will
still fairly well represent the relative positions of planet
and stars.
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The stars forming the Sickle will always have the saine
relative positions to each other ; but at different tines of
the year the sickle as a whole will be tilted at different angles.

The following show the results of sone recent exam-
inations. The first ten are given in order of menrit.

MR. HOLLOWAY'S CLASS.

, Scripture Histo
Sim )son. W
Colllins, W 7

Arithmetic.
SENion.

James.
Bowdridge,

Noseworthy, E
Noseworthy, J
1-1111,

Ash,
Soper,
Swoods. JT

Pittman, M
J UN 1ORS.

Macpherson, E
1-lo way,

GinLs (II.)
ography (Asi

lick, N
Inkpien. W
Barbour. M
Bllatch, J1
'White, M
Martin, B
Suthergreen, L
Atwill, M
N iller, J

ry 1Iaîit . Rh I 1,ne
I(odger, 11 McNe
King, A

MIS8 ALLISON'S CLASSES.
Kendall, 'Nos
Woods, M Nos
M!orison, Sop
Gould, 5 Adr
McRae, e Pin
Lorway,
Siowden, M acpl
3oone. Woo

Algebra. 1o-l
sF.ý;ljt. MeRa
5EYIOR. Moris

Ash, Gould
Campbell, Foote,
Hill,1 Lorwa
Bowdridge. Kend
Crocker, Snow(

MISS MARCH'S CLASSES.

a.)
Domestic Economy.

Henderson, J
Chapiin. M
Irving, E
iendersoi, E
White, M
Giles. M
Atwill. M
Frew, Fr
Blatch, .1
Miller, .1

cy, Il

Ily, J

eworIthy, .T
eworthy, E
er,
ain,
ock.

J.%;yoit.
herson, E
ds, M
oway,

,W

all,
den,

Classics (' The Armada.'
Atwill, M
Biatch, J'

Inkpen, W
Tuck.N.

Frew, F
Dickinson. V
Chaplin, M
Heneidersoii E
Nose worthy, L

Young. M
SMilley. M

MR. WHITEWAY'S CLASSES.

Arithmetic and Algebra.
Godden,
Drover,
Gibbons.
A yre,
Hudson

Park. Il
Weeks,
Rodger,
Macpiherson,
Roer, W

History.
11Hudson,

Drover,
Gibbons,
Cox,
Godden,
Park, I
Rodger.
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COLLEGE FEES.
There are 3 Terns in the ycar.
Thle fees are fron $2 to $6 per terni, and include all subjects except
Miusic and Drawing.
All Books are provided.
3Music, Piano $10 per school term.
Organ $12.50 " " "

Drawing o?.?, $1.50 per tern.
Drawing and Painting $5.00 per term.
Kindergarten, $2.00 per terni.
Use of Typeîvriter $1 per term.

THE HOME.
For ordinary boarders $165.00 Jor each year divided into three, viz.,

front Septenber to December; January to April; April Io Jly; this

amount includes board, iuashing, text books, College Jees, seat rents in
church ; payment of the termn charges is required strictly iii advance.

A discount of ten per cent is allowed in cases vherc there are two or
s»norefronm onecfa'mily1>.

.1 private bed rwn may be had on payment q/ ten dollars extra per

term>.
Pupils cin cater at any time, but, if possible should do so at the be-

gininfgl qf the term.
The Home affords exceptional Jacilities for the proper oversight

and training of young people of both sexes in pursuit qf a good educa-
tion. . is heated throughout with hot vater, and has bee flitted ith
all the hygienic appliances to secure the health and conmfort of its in
nates.
The Dormitories are loffty and wuell ven.tilated, while the study

rooms are adapted to secure successful preparation qf home lessons. •

Special attention is given to the spiritual and moral as well as
mental training and general deportment.

A separate bed is provided for each pupil qunless it is otherwise
ordered.

Printed at the offlice of the DAILY NEWS, corner of Duckworth Street
and Bell Street., in the cit-y of St. John's, Nfld.
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READING.

THE following renarks in concise form are intended to
be helliful to teachers, expecting to be examinied for Junior
or Third Grade, in the absence of a duly anthorized book.

1. The art of reading is acquired as a means of getting
or of conveying knowledge.

2. Pupils should be taught reading, and accurately to
distinguish words, and to express thein with fluency and due
regard to expression, keeping in mind clear and distinct
u tteranuce, right pron unciation, proper infiection of voice
and becoming emuphasis.

3. Teachers, by use of faiiliar objects, alphabet and
reading cards, illustrated properly, graded text-books and
blackboard exercises, should interest and instruct pupils in
siimple terms froin the very first, adapting exercises to their
full understanding.

4. A reading lesson should include a model for imita-
tion, explanation of principles. and correction of errors, in
utterance, tone or pace. The readingnatter or text should
be fairly within the reach of pupils-neither too easy nor
too difficult. Facts stated or ideas conveyed by words,
should be presented in language and style, sufficiently sim-
ple to arrest attention and afford pleasure.

5. Qualities of good reading will emibrace the fol-
lowing:-

(a) Pure enunciation of words by careful attention to
vowels, aspirates and vocal letters.

(b) Proper accent of words on particular syllables.
(c) Expression. This must be obtained by due re-

gard to:
1. Pace or time in which a passage is read, w'hich

must be modified according to sentiment expressed;
2. Pauses, w'hether marked by ordinary stops or purely

rhetorical, suggested and regulated by the sense of the pas-
sage and entering into what is called style

3. Tone and pitch, Reading should not be too low to
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be indistinct nor too lond, to be noisy. Voice culture gives
great compass and charn to style, and admits of such
variety of cadence and force, as will fitly express joy, grief,
anger, love or other emotions;

4. Emphasis. This is the forceful utterance of dis-
tinct or contrasted words, to make obvious the mneaning of
the text, and can only be rightly used when the reader
perfectly understands the sentiment of the author.

PRACTICE OF TEACHERS IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS.
Convenience suggests reading as a basis of easy classifi-

cation. With our graded text-books, pupils in alphabet
primer and No. 1 may represent Standard 1; those in R. 2,
R. 3, R. 4, &c., similar or corresponding standards. Stand-
ard 1, and any other requiring this, may be divided into
three sections. Each standard will have exercises in read-
ing, spelling, wvriting (or printing), figures, &c., adapted to
each, in order to give variety, suitable enploynent accord-
ing to time-table, and healthy all-round gradual develop-
nient.

Method--Kindergarten modes of teaching children,
from objects and in a manner according with child-life, are
prized highly and recommended.

In Alphabe,ù, teacher, by use of letter-cards or black-
board, may direct attention of class to letters, with the
naines or sounds of which they are familiar, or whose
forms are simple and striking. Snch are 0, 1, A, U, T, G,
P, S, X, and to help niemory, they should be taught to
print them on slates or blackboard. Do not attempt too
inuch in any one lesson, so as.to weary. Teach little by
little; but, by needful repetition and review, keep in nmind,
what is worth doing, is worth doing well.

Easy words-Read and then spell is the order preferred.
Note, the teacher should read slowly, a short and pleasing
sentence, from illustrated sheets, cards, or blackboard; and
require class to repeat words after him in turn, or together.
These should express simple ideas or thoughts about ob-
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jects, with vhich thev are acquainted, such as iop, pit, dZog,
cat, and containing letters, which they have already learned,
at least in part. In this way, a few words and letters of
wvhich they arc composed, will be readily got. Notliing
encoutimges progress like success. Pursue such a course
till class is able to read Primer, R. 1 and R. 2, varying ex-
ercises and securing accuracy and ease, by practising the
class to read, or to read and spell, word about or line about
rapidly, and then giving them sonie idea of style, by being
wary of drawl, and by example, teaching them good ex-
pression. Pupils should be taught to criticise the reading
of one another, and required to repeat, spell, or transcribe,
words about whiclh inistakes have been made. At this
stage, pupils should be trained to look at any word in the
text, and spell it froin meniory. Good spelling wili accoin-
pany good reading, and the habit of observing closely the
connection of letters in words, in elementary books, will
serve admirably in the more advanced classes to get a mas-
tery of our copious and peculiar lauguage.

Readers 3, 4, &c.-Pupils will be now prepared for
more difficult, but graded text-books. Reading umust be
both intelligent and intelligible. Nothing aids more in the
direction of style, than accurate comprehension of thought,
expressed by vords. Hence teacher should give in outline,
if class be unable to do so, the subject matter of the para-
graph or piece selected for the lesson. le should call
special attention to new terms or phrases, and by question
or explanation, orally or on the blackboard, have them
fully understood. Now practise, kindly and patiently,
course prescribed, or hints given, r.especting qualities of
good reading in the above remarks; and finally encourage
pupils by occasional recitation of suitable passages in prose
or poetry to acquire the elocutionary power of imperson-
ating the author, or of expressing ideas, feelings or senti-
ments, as if originating them. Hereby a little persever-
ance will prepare in reading for examination for even
Second or First Grade.

GEORGE S. MILLIGAN.
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LECTURES ON X-RAY PHENOMENA.
In the Collcge Laboratory.

(Contimæcd.)
Experiments.

1. The tube was'enclosed in a large wooden box so
that all ordinary light was comfletely excluded. A
fluorescent screen was placed outside the box. The cur-
rerit was then passed and the room darkened, wien the
screen shone out vhere the X-rays impinged upon it.

This fluorescent screen consists of a piece of paper or
cardboard thickly covered vith an expensive chemical
called Potassio-platinic-cyanide. It has t0- peculiar and
important property of shining out when the X-rays fall
upon it.

2. A large Book--in this case Prowse's listory-
contained a fifty-cent piece. The rays penetrated the
book, and threw a shadow of the coin on the fluorescent
screen.

3. A parcel was made up for the post, marked " photos
only." On subjecting this parcel to the searching X-rays,
the black shadow of a vatch was distinctly seen. When
this parcel vas put inside a padded tea-cosy the shadow of
the watch see med as clear as before.

4. At the last demonstration a parcel had oppor-
tunely arrived.by parcel post. It was a wooden box well
wrapped in brown paper, and securely tied. It measured
six inches cube. It was subjected, stilli tied up and
sealed, to the X-ray. Immediately, a black shadow, about
3 inches long, by half-an-inch wide, appeared on the scen.
By turning the parcel round, the saine enclosed parcel again
appeared: but this time, though its length. was still three
inches, its width was two inches. These two experiments
combined showed that the sniall enclosed parcel was
metal (probably)-3 inches by 2 by ý inch in dimensions.
Its exact position also was known. It turned out that the
packet contained thin plates of copper placed one on
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another. In a sinilar way, by looking at a limb fron dif-
ferent points of view, a bullet can be accurately located.

5. A large card-board box about 18 inches by 12 by
6 was packed with clothing and towels. The X-rays threw
on the screen, shadows of a large watch, a fifty cent piece,
and some inetal buttons. These objects seerned equally
ulear when a thick drawinc-boaid was interposed between
thein and the source of X-rays.

6. A thick plate of glass, one of the articles in a box
of weights, threw a shadow abnost as dark as if it were
imetal. This interesting resuIt indicates a simple nethod
for distinguishing true jewels (diaionds and rubies) from
paste (glass); for, while the X-rays pass through the
gciinine stones, they are stopped by the glass, and a
shadow is produced, as in the above case.

7. All seenied interested in seeing the bones in their
hands. Of course, it is only the shacd.ows of the bones that
are shown. The X-rays, though they can pass through
flesh fairly easily, are stopped by bone. Hence shadows
of various density appear on the screen. The thickest
parts of the bones show a deep black shadow, the thinner
parts as shadows somewhat less dense. Several visitors
saw their bones through a draving-board, and others
throigh a table-top. Ladies who kept their gloves on,
saw their bones just as clearly as those who removed
them.

MATTHEW ARNOLD.

THE following story of Matthew Arnold is told by a
London schoolinaster:-
"One day he had come in to inspect a school, and the

teachers crowded round himn officiously in a way which
lie disliked very much. Some men would have told them
to iove out of the way, but Mr. Matthew Arnold was
truly polite. Addressing the class, he said in dry tones:
"I will now give you some dictation: 'I am quite sur-
prised to see so many teachers. How wise they must all
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be ! and how clever !-to teach little boys and girls to
read, write, and cipher.' " There was an uneasy shifting
of feet, a flushing of faces, a gnashing of teeth. Then
one by one the crowd dispersed."

I well remiember Matthew Arnold, as on Inspector of
Schools. It vas quite in the early iays of these inspec-
tions. Mr. Arnold, though we liked himu, did not altogether
irnpress us with respect. We did not know of his world-
wide faine as a scholar, poet, and critic, and his personal
appearance suggested nothing of the sort. Lord Dundreary
was then a well-known conic character in the London
tieatres ; and Matthew Arnold resembled himn very much
in face and ianner of speaking. He wore long side-
whiskers, and parted his lair in the centre. He looked
and spoke in our opinion, like a " swell " or " dandy."

The above story reminds nie of the dictation lie set
us on the occasion we first saw him. Turning to one of
the higher classes lie quoted, rolling it as if he enjoyed
the poetry of it:-" All thy garments snell of inyrrh, and
aloes and cassia, ont of the ivory palaces whereby they
have made thee glad." Then, almost withont pause, he
turned to another class and said :-" Kings' daugliters were
anong her honourable woien."

Later in the day lie put soine general questions in
History to my class. Among others he wanted to know
who fought at Flodden Field. I nentioned Marnion
(having just finisled that poem), and lie really seemed bet-
ter pleased than if I had known more history and less
fiction.

Next year when lie came in at the school door, lie
stopped in front of the blackboard and said, -Last year,
whien I cane in, there was a problerm in algebra worked out
on that board," and lie gave us details of the problem; He
had visited, perhaps, over a hundred schools in the coursi.
of the year.

Matthew Arnold lias iade for hinself a naine which
will always shine brightly on the pages of literature.

R. E. H.
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